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New Rating System for Repair
Shops Refined and Improved

Lubarsky Takes ‘Tech
of Millennium’ Honors

As you may recall, the last edition of the
Inspection Update (October 2001) covered
the Emissions Repair Success Rating
(ERSR), which is also known as the Repair
Shop Report Card. Since then, the repair
rating system has been significantly
changed as a result of input from over 150
repair industry professionals and other
stakeholders. Major changes include:

■ Elimination of demerits for waivers

■ Waivers will be awarded points (two
points each). Each facility is still al-
lowed one “free” waiver per quarter
without affecting the score.

■ Fixed scores. The points needed to earn
a particular rating are at fixed values
rather than a distribution based on the
relative score.

■ Points are generated as follows:

10 points – Successful repair on first
attempt

8 points – Successful repair on 2nd

attempt

5 points – Successful repair on 3rd or
more attempt

2 points – 2nd and subsequent waivers
(each shop is given one “free” waiver per
quarter)

Ratings will be based on the following
formula: Repair points divided by the
number of cars worked on. (Notice that
waiver deductions have been eliminated
from the equation.) The resulting number

is the raw score and helps to determine a
shop’s rating. A raw score of 7.5, for
example, translates to a rating of three
(3) stars. Ratings will be indicated by the
numerals “1,” “2,” “3,” “4,” and “5”
and/or by the corresponding number of
stars, with five being the highest rating.
When the ERSR grades were publicly
released the first week of December,
grades will be listed numerically on the
Vehicle Inspection Report (VIR) and by
stars on the program’s web site (http://
vehicletest.state.ma.us). Please see the
revised Fact Sheet on page 2 for more
information.

Registered repair shops have been mailed
their ERSR grades, along with a cover
letter and Fact Sheet, providing an in-
depth explanation of the ERSR and how
it is calculated. Any discrepancies or
concerns about a shop’s rating should be
addressed by calling the toll-free station
support hotline at (877) 297-5552. In-
spection stations and registered repair
shops will be receiving brochures to
provide to customers when they have
questions about the Repair Shop rating
system.

As a reminder to technicians: Please be
sure to properly enter data according to
the instructions provided via mail by
Agbar Technologies. If you need addi-
tional copies of these instructions, please
call the hotline. By adhering to data
entry instructions that were mailed to all
stations, chances of incorrect ratings will
be greatly reduced. ■

Eric Lubarsky (left) and his father, Gene,
in front of the new Chevy Avalanche Eric
won in ACDelco’s ”Technician of the
Millennium II” competition.

Many happy winners in I&M program
raffle. Names and photos, Pages 8 & 9

Agawam’s Eric Lubarsky defeated some of
the best automotive repair technicians in
North America on October 5th to win
ACDelco’s “Technician of the Millen-
nium II” competition.

An ASE Master Automotive Technician
and co-owner of E & G Automotive, 230
Day St., West Springfield, Lubarsky won
the third and final round of the competi-
tion, which was held in Charlotte, North
Carolina. He was one of only nine con-
testants – from an original field of 5,000
— who made it to the final round.

“Winning Technician of the Millennium
means that my abilities have been recog-
nized in a special way,” Lubarsky said.
“What a feeling!”

In addition to a commemorative trophy,
Lubarsky’s grand prize package included:

How to use the Lab scope to pinpoint
some emissions failures. Page 10

Emissions Repair Success Rating Fact Sheet, Pages 2-3
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A: The rating is based on the following formula:

For every successful repair, a shop earns repair points. While shops earn the most points for fixing emissions
problems during the first repair attempts, they earn the least points for waivers (second and additional) received.
See the chart below to see how repair points are assigned. Shops are given one "free" waiver per quarter. The
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency mandates that a waiver system be in place; under this 
system, only a limited number of waivers are allowed.

A complete explanation of the formula that determines a shop's rating is provided on the back of this fact sheet.

A: Shops' overall scores will be affected if they receive two or more waivers. The ERSR system awards 
the fewest points for waivers and the most for successful repairs. Overall, very few waivers are issued by 
repair shops. The fewer waivers that repair shops issue means cleaner and more fuel-efficient vehicles—and
cleaner air.

A: Shops’ ratings will be published on the Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test program Web site
(http://vehicletest.state.ma.us) and as part of the Vehicle Inspection Report (VIR) (see chart below). On the Web
site’s Repair Station Index, stations’ ratings will be categorized on a star-rating system. On the VIR, stations’
ratings will be provided numerically. Registered repair shops located nearest the site of the inspection station
will be listed, along with their rating.

VehicleTest.state.ma.us Vehicle Inspection Report

★★★★★ 5

★★★★ 4

★★★ 3

★★ 2

★ 1

No repairs reported

When no repair records are on file, 
no rating will appear on the VIR.

A: Yes, the ERSR is the result of ongoing discussions that began over three years ago with repair industry
representatives. Input from these volunteers, who serve on the Vehicle Maintenance Initiative (VMI) subcommittee
of the Inspection and Maintenance Advisory Committee, was critical to developing the rating system. Based on the
feedback from over 150 registered repair technicians who attended two workshops in March on the ERSR, the
repair rating system has been significantly revised. Major changes include eliminating demerits for waivers and
establishing fixed scores for earning each star rating.

Emissions Repair Success Rating
F A C T  S H E E T

Repair Points 

Cars Worked On

The Emissions Repair Success Rating (ERSR), which is mandated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, evaluates
registered repair shops based on their repair performance. The ERSR identifies shops that have conducted successful
repairs. It is intended to assist motorists in their search to obtain quality repairs from experienced repairers. This fact sheet
provides registered repair shops with information about the ERSR.

Q: How is a
registered repair shop
assigned a rating?

Q: How will motorists
receive information 
about stations' ratings?

Registered Repair Shop's "raw score" or total calculated points
(Raw score determines rating; see other side of this sheet for more information.)

Q: Was the repair
industry involved  in
developing  the   ERSR?

Q: Will  providing
waivers hurt my 
rating?

= 

REPAIR POINTS DESCRIPTION

10 Vehicle successfully repaired on first attempt

8 Vehicle successfully repaired on second attempt

4 Vehicle successfully repaired on third and additional attempts

2 Waivers (second and additional)
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REPAIR POINTS DESCRIPTION

10 Vehicle successfully repaired on first attempt

8 Vehicle successfully repaired on second attempt

4 Vehicle successfully repaired on third and additional attempts

2 Waivers (second and additional)

Emissions Repair Success Rating
H O W A S H O P ’ S  R A T I N G I S D E T E R M I N E D
ERSR point system
criteria:

Step 1 Add number of vehicles successfully repaired on first attempt and multiply by ten.

Step 2 Add number of vehicles successfully repaired on second attempt and multiply by eight.

Step 3 Add number of vehicles successfully repaired on third and additional attempts and 
multiply by four.

Step 4 Add number of waivers (second and additional) received and multiply by two.

Step 5 Add the results of Steps 1 through 4 to calculate the number of total repair points.

Step 6 Divide the number of total repair points by the number of vehicles worked on. This will
give you a shop’s total calculated points, or “raw score,” which ranges from 0 to 10 points.

Final Rating A shop’s final rating is determined by its total calculated points, as shown in the
chart below:

Formula that
determines a 
shop’s rating:

Total Calculated Points VehicleTest.state.ma.us Vehicle Inspection Report
(Shop’s raw score) (Star rating) (Numerical)

10 points ★★★★★ 5

9 to 9.99 ★★★★ 4

7 to 8.99 ★★★ 3

4 to 6.99 ★★ 2

0 to 3.99 ★ 1

No repair records on file No repairs recorded When no repair records are on file,
no rating will appear on the VIR.

A: If your ERSR score shows that your shop has no rating or that repairs performed are not consistent with
your records, this means that Agbar Technologies does not have your records properly on file. If you have
submitted your repair information already, or need to submit additional repair records, please call the toll-free
station support hotline at (877) 297-5552 to make those corrections.

A: Registered repair shops that are also inspection stations can submit repair records through their
workstation. Repair information can also be faxed to Diagnostic and Training Centers at the following fax
numbers:

Bridgewater (508) 279-1861 Dedham (781) 251-9629
North Oxford (508) 987-7664 West Springfield (413) 732-8708
Woburn (781) 376-6098

Shops will soon be able to enter repair information online. Login and access information will be mailed to each
registered repair technician directly.

A: For additional information, or if you have questions about your rating, call the Station Support Hotline toll
free at (877) 297-5552 (Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-6 p.m., Saturday, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.).

Q: How can repair
shops submit repair
records?

Q: How can I 
get more information 
about the ERSR?

Q: How can I correct
discrepancies with my 
rating?
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Attleboro

Every Test By the Book Here, Even for Employees

Cindy Karol, owner and operator of Pleasant Street Shell, Attleboro,
with the facility’s head inspector, Bruce Geiger. The station performs
400 to 500 inspections monthly.

Pleasant Street Shell, located along Route 123 in Attleboro, is owned and operated by Cindy Karol. Her son, Chris
Sanford, is the service manager and L-1 technician.

Karol has been involved in running the facility for over 20 years, and her commitment to her customers is self-evident
after spending but a few minutes on the premises. For example, a senior citizen fills up his van with fuel and notices
something leaking from beneath the vehicle. He peers underneath when Karol, detecting his concern, walks over and
explains how the topping-off fuel can cause leakage. She offers to pump his gas each time he returns with the van.
Interactions such as this, where customers are regarded with respect and concern, occur regularly at Karol’s Pleasant
Street Shell.

From the time the state program began two years
ago, Karol has noticed the influx of a new kind of
customer base. While she continues serving her
longtime clients, she has seen an increase in
customers coming by for inspections and repairs.
Since enrolling in the Enhanced Emissions & Safety
Test program, Pleasant Street Shell performs be-
tween 400 and 500 inspections per month. To
avoid long lines in front of her station, Karol
devised a daily inspection waiting list. While the
station continues “first come, first serve,” cus-
tomers arriving for an inspection sign their name
on a list. Karol tells them approximately how
long before a bay will be available and suggests
they leave and come back at that time. No ap-
pointments are scheduled, and customers cannot
call up over the telephone to put their name on a
list. Says Karol, the Registry of Motor

Vehicles wants stations to remain, “first come,
first serve” and this form of a waiting list com-
plies with those wishes.

Bruce Geiger, head inspector at Pleasant Street
Shell, tries to deliver bad news to customers with
a positive spin. “Communicating with customers
about why it is important to fix what fails makes

a whole lot of difference,” says Geiger. “Customers come to understand the reason behind the rule, and that being safe
is the goal.”

Karol feels the Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test program allows station owners to feel more accountable and respon-
sible for administering appropriate inspections. This way it is less likely that cars will slide through an inspection when
they might otherwise fail. “For some strange reason,” says Karol, “of the people who work at Pleasant Street Shell, each
of our own personal cars has failed the safety test for one reason or another.” She laughs and shakes her head, “Because
we follow the rules to a tee, we fail our cars just like we would our customers’.”

If you’re in the area and need an inspection, check out Pleasant Street Shell. While you are waiting for your turn in
line, there’s a Del’s Lemonade just down the street: The sign says, “Open 11-5, weather permitting.” ■

Pleasant Street Shell
182 Pleasant Street
Attleboro, MA 02703
Phone: 508-222-9019, Fax: 508-222-0389
Open 24 Hours, Inspection Hours M-F 8-5 & Sat 8-12
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Don’t Put Vehicles With Studded Tires on Dyne

 ENFORCEMENT
ACTIONS
7/1 – 9/30/01

Violations Issued to Inspectors :

136

Violations Issued to Stations:

122

Inspectors Required to Retrain:

17

Inspector Privileges Revoked: 3

Inspectors Suspended: 47

Stations Suspended: 36

Inspection Update is published quarterly and distributed to the automotive service and repair
industry in Massachusetts by the Department of Environmental Protection and the Registry of
Motor Vehicles, in association with Agbar Technologies, Inc.

Our mission is to help foster the success of the enhanced vehicle inspection and maintenance
program by providing news and useful information to vehicle inspectors and repair technicians in
a timely fashion.

We also want to facilitate the sharing of helpful information among people within the industry.
Toward that end, we encourage our readers to contact us with their suggestions, observations and
constructive criticism. Ideas that would benefit the industry as a whole will be presented in subse-
quent editions of Inspection Update, as space allows.

To register your comments, please e-mail or phone:
John Hahesy
The Minahan Companies
617-451-8600
jhahesy@theminahancompanies.com

The Vehicle Maintenance Initiative Committee (VMI), composed entirely of volunteers from
the repair industry, serves as Inspection Update’s editorial advisory board. Charles R. Pearson, Jr.,
of Pearson’s Automotive, Fitchburg, is chair of the VMI Committee; William Cahill, of B.C. Auto
Repair, Randolph, is alternate chair.

Do you use studded snow tires?

If so – and your vehicle is due for an inspection during the

winter months – consider getting an inspection before

mounting your snow tires.

Massachusetts inspectors are prohibited from

performing a dynamometer emissions test on vehicles

with studded tires. The studs can damage the dyna-

mometer and cause a safety hazard during testing.

This year, have your vehicle inspected before you mount

your snow tires. Once you adjust your inspection

cycle, you avoid the problem of emissions testing

with studded tires.

Wonderful in snow.

Nice on the ice. But…

Studded snow tires are allowed on Massachusetts vehicles

from November 1 to April 1.

Vehicle inspectors should not perform dynamometer

emissions tests on vehicles with studded tires. Studs

can damage the dynamometer and pose a safety haz-

ard to inspectors, and others, during the emissions

test.

If you test a vehicle with studded tires and it dam-

ages the dynamometer, the station owner will be

responsible for resulting service and repair costs.

Posters have been sent to tire dealerships across

the state, urging motorists to have their vehicles

inspected before mounting studded tires. A min-

iature version of that poster accompanies this

article.

Motorists with mounted studded tires who

come to an inspection needing an emissions

test have two options: (a) If non-drive wheels

have non-studded tires, switch those with

the studded tires, and test on the dyne; or

(b) Remount summer tires for the test.

If you have questions regarding studded

snow tires, please call the toll-free Station

Support Hotline at 877-297-5552. ■
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In the inspection station network, Octo-
ber is not only the time of year that
marks the Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test
program’s anniversary; it is also the occa-
sion when all stations receive their an-
nual allotment of contractor-provided
“consumables.” Free consumables are
shipped out to all CPO (contract provided
option) stations.

Agbar Technolo-
gies’ Diagnostic
and Training
Center in North
Oxford is a
beehive of activ-
ity during the
first week of
October. Em-
ployees from the
other four Agbar
Technologies’
Diagnostic and
Training Centers
(Bridgewater,

Dedham, Springfield, and Woburn) travel
to the North Oxford center to pack boxes
and prepare them for shipment to the
1,200 original Enhanced Emissions and
Safety Test CPO stations.

The following consumables were shipped
to stations the end of the first week in
October.

1. 100% allotment of calibration gas (two
high and two low gas)

2. Two-thirds allotment of toner car-
tridges (two of three)

3. 20 of 24 filters
4. 25% allotment of ribbon (one of four

and the rest will be hand-delivered)
5. Catalogue of parts
6. Six rolls of red R’s (100/roll)
7. Six rolls of black R’s (100/roll)

The balance of the free consumables will
be shipped to stations throughout the
remainder of the year, upon request. Once
a station reaches its quota of free
consumables, the station must pay for the
product. Something to keep in mind:
shipping is free once per month.

Last October, which was the first CPO
shipment, the process of packing lasted a
solid week. This year, however, more than
half the boxes were packed by the end of
day one. According to Jim Sbrogna, North

October Marks Annual Consumables Shipment
Oxford DTC supervisor and consumables
manager, “The process has been ironed
out, and we learned from our mistakes last
year. All packing was completed by day
two, this year. We now have the process
down to a science.”

On a routine day at the North Oxford
Diagnostic and Training Center, UPS picks
up between 50 and 80 packages a day.
During this October’s annual shipment
process, however, three
entire UPS trailers were
filled. To ensure effi-
ciency with the ship-
ment process, advance
preparation is critical.
According to Sbrogna,
preparation involves
boxing supplies appro-
priately and creating
labels. Every box that’s
shipped requires three
labels – the shipping,
hazardous waste and
invoice – which must
be attached by hand.

Every station also re-
ceives a consumables
catalog, which was
introduced last year,
with their annual shipment. This year’s
updated catalog provides inspection sta-
tions a comprehensive inventory of all
supplies. It has been well received by both
the inspection station network and at
Agbar’s consumable center, said Sbrogna.
“It allows inspectors the convenience of
ordering supplies by part numbers,” he
said.

James Sbrogna,
North Oxford Diagnostic
and Training Center
Supervisor of Agbar
Technologies, Inc., was
named Employee of the
Year 2000-2001

Stations are able to place orders for
consumables by calling the toll-free Station
Support Hotline (877-297-5552), and the
North Oxford Diagnostic and Training Cen-
ter processes the invoice and packs the
requested items. UPS arrives daily to pick up
and ship boxes to participating stations
across the Commonwealth.

The North Oxford Diagnostic Testing Center
became the consumables headquarters for

the Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test pro-
gram due to its size and central location.
Sbrogna, Matt LaRose, and Don Wilmot run
the consumables division. Sbrogna was
honored recently as Employee of the Year
2000-2001 of Agbar Technologies Massachu-
setts division. ■

New Registered Repair Techs
Updated list of registered techs as of 11/07/01

The following automotive repair technicians passed certification tests and be-
came registered repairers during the period August 1 – October 31, 2001:

Michael R. Bouchard, Marblehead
Ernest Darrow, Taunton
Brian Earl, Fall River
Dennis Gagnon, Amesbury
Jeffrey Gouveia, Rehoboth
Ed Hennessey, Plymouth
John Kadlewicz, Holyoke
Timothy E. Lagoy, Worthington
Francis May, Berkley

John McCreary, Granby
Elias Minasidis, West Roxbury
Timothy Myerson, Northboro
Norman Pelchat, Spencer
Gregory Pellegrino, Medway
Gene Plastino, West Peabody
Clayton Prario, Hanson
Luis Rivera, Easthampton
Albert Savastano, Methuen

Preparing boxes of consumables for shipment to stations
participating in the Enhanced Emissions and Safety Test
program, Tom Lavasseur certainly had his hands full.
Lavasseur is on the staff of the Woburn diagnostic and
training center.
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Mount Wachusett Community College, located in Gardner,
serves not only north central Massachusetts but also the sur-
rounding communities of Fitchburg, Leominster, Worcester and
southwestern New Hampshire. The College offers a program in
automotive technology: an associate’s degree and a certificate.
It was recently re-certified for another five years by the National
Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF).

“This certification is important for our students,” said Peter
Kaufmann, head of the Automotive Technology Program since
1979. “We work hard to constantly update our equipment so
that our students are prepared to enter the workforce.”

The program has National Automotive Service Excellence (ASE)
certification in brakes, electrical/electronic systems, engine
performance and suspension and steering. The certificate may
be earned in as little as two semesters of full-time study or part-
time over a longer period. The associate’s degree is a full-time,
two-year program.

Year 2001 has seen the highest enrollment rate in several years.
Kaufmann suggests it is the result of the College’s efforts at
actively recruiting students, coupled with a slowing of the
economy. (Historically it has been noted that college and uni-
versity enrollment increases during times of economic contrac-
tion.) The Mount Wachusett Community College Automotive
Technology Program has a smaller facility than most such
schools in Massachusetts, with a maximum of 18 students per
classroom. This year students are on a waiting list to enroll in
the program. Program courses are generally offered during the
day, with some late afternoon offerings. The majority of stu-
dents are recent high school graduates.

Graduates of the program in Automotive Technology are ac-
tively sought by employers. “In fact,” states Kaufmann, “em-
ployers in the surrounding communities often contact the
program looking for candidates to hire. It’s hard to find the
help these days.”

Similarly, the Mount Wachusett Community College Automo-
tive Technology Program offers ASPIRE’s EDGE and FIRST

Mount Wachusett Community College

Jobs Come Looking for Students
Before They Finish the Program

courses as well as the
Massachusetts Module
for those seeking state
certification as repair
technicians. ASPIRE’S
classes are offered at
night to accommo-
date working profes-
sionals. Classes will
be offered again in
late May 2002. .

Kaufmann, De-
partment Chair,
was the
program’s only
full-time in-
structor until
1992 when
Ron Clemente
joined the team.
Kaufmann is an L-1, ASE master certified
technician. He is on the Board of Directors of the North
American Council of Automotive Teachers and a member of the
Society of Automotive Engineers. In addition, Kaufmann is a mem-
ber of the State Certificate of Proficiency Cluster Committee that is
working to streamline vocational education across the state.
Kaufmann is responsible for upholding automotive technology
standards that have been set and recognized throughout the coun-
try as the standard of excellence.

Ron Clemente was a part-time instructor at the College until 1992
when he was hired full-time. He spent 24 years in the Air Force
working with electronics and diesel, gasoline and turbine propul-
sion systems before joining the Automotive Technology Program
at Mount Wachusett.

For information on courses, please contact Department Chair Peter
Kaufmann at (978) 632-6600, ext. 336. For application materials,
contact the Admissions office at (978) 632-6600, ext. 110. ■

a brand new 2002 Chevrolet Avalanche
truck; a Mitchell laptop computer with a
DVD drive and mechanical estimating
software; a Vetronix MTS service bay
workstation with an integrated roll cabi-
net; a Micro 500 kit from Midtronics; a
$2,500 SPX gift certificate; and 200 min-
utes of TAC from Diagnostic Hotline.

“It was great to win all these prizes for
doing something I love to do,” Lubarsky
said.

The competition’s nine finalists received
an all-expense-paid trip for two to the
international competition, and were
guests of ACDelco at the NASCAR Win-
ston Cup UAW-GM Quality 500 race at
Lowe’s Motor Speedway.

“This contest has achieved the goal of
showcasing the professional technician,”
said Susan Christophersen, manager of
ACDelco service training in the United
States. “The Technician of the Millen-
nium II competition is ACDelco’s way of
acknowledging the best technicians

Lubarsky Bests a Field of 5,000 ‘Tech of Millennium’ Hopefuls
continued from page 1

Peter Kaufmann leads a class in automotive

technology at Mount Wachusett Community

College, Gardner. Kaufmann has directed the

school’s automotive technology program for

more than 20 years.

throughout the U.S. and Canada who
demonstrate the highest levels of exper-
tise and professionalism.”

Lubarsky, 33, and his father, Gene, 58,
together own and operate E & G Automo-
tive, a busy registered repair shop. “He
deserves a lot of the credit for whatever
I’ve been able to accomplish,” says Eric
Lubarsky of his dad. The younger
Lubarsky and his wife, Mary, reside in
Agawam and are the parents of two
young children. ■
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MassBay’s New Technology C

Registered Emissions Repair Techs
Twenty registered emissions repair technicians won valuable prizes in the recent
Enhanced Emissions and Safety Test program drawing.

The drawing, held Thursday evening, September 20th, at the new MassBay Com-
munity College Technology Center in Ashland, was designed to reward repair
technicians who had upgraded their skills in response to the enhanced inspec-
tion program. All repair technicians who had completed at least one of the four
sections in the ASPIRE curriculum, or the Mass. Module, were eligible.

Gerard LaChance of New Ipswich, N.H. and Brian Sullivan of Chicopee
each won a portable 5-gas analyzer, the drawing’s top prizes. LaChance is self-
employed, while Sullivan works at MDS Auto Sales, Ludlow.

The other winners were:

Robert Pailler of Whitinsville, Central Tire & Service, Framingham —
OBD II Scan Tool.

Cameron O’Dell of Upton, Broadway Foreign Auto, Allston —
OBD II Scan Tool.

Mark Pelletier of Woburn, Autotech Automotive, Woburn — Oscilloscope.

Wayne Oxner of Marshfield, Marshfield Center Garage, Marshfield —
Oscilloscope.

Frank Hodell of Lunenberg, Frank’s Auto & Truck Repair, Acton —
ALL DATA subscription.

Delbert Martin of Monterey, Del Martin Automotive, Monterey —
$1,500 Snap-On Tool gift certificate.

Gino Monaco of Mansfield, Sullivan Tire, North Attleboro —
$500 Snap-On Tool gift certificate.

Tony Chixarro of Taunton, Keigan Chevrolet-Oldsmobile, Franklin —
$250 Snap-On Tool gift certificate.

Joshua Kirk of Groton, Kemp’s Gulf Service, Pepperell —
$250 Snap-On Tool gift certificate.

Russell Centerbar of Chicopee, Fairview Service Center, Chicopee —
$250 Snap-On Tool gift certificate.

Stephen Burke of Milford, Tosti’s Service, Framingham —
Winston Cup gift certificate, (redeemable for Winston Cup race tickets).

James Harper of Brewster, Brownie’s Texaco, Orleans —
Winston Cup gift certificate.

Saul Eskenas of Salem, Beverly Farms Gulf, Beverly —
Winston Cup gift certificate.

Steve Lafond of Arlington, Ira Porsche-Audi, Danvers —
Winston Cup gift certificate.

Arthur Hubbard of Newburyport, Danvers Auto Engineering, Danvers —
Winston Cup gift certificate.

Paul Sitomer of Kingston, N.H., Ira Toyota of Danvers —
Winston Cup gift certificate.

Armand Fougere of Gardner, Salvadore Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge, Gardner —
Winston Cup gift certificate.

James Jamison of Attleboro, Windsor Tire, Norwood —
Winston Cup gift certificate.

Olivia Volin, VMI coordinator for Agbar Technologies,

presents portable 5-gas analyzer to Gerard LaChance.

Terry Hayes (left), assistant program manager for Agbar

Technologies, and Bert Cox, chief of vehicle programs for

the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protec-

tion, join forces to draw the name of another winner.

Wayne Oxner was the sole prize
winner in attendance when his
name was drawn. He took home
an oscilloscope.
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Center Hosts Large Event

s Win Valuable Prizes in Drawing
Brian Sullivan (left) accepts one of the two top prizes, a portable 5-gas analyzer,

from Walter Moran, supervisor of the West Springfield diagnostic and training

center.

Jack Pierce (left), assistant program manager for Agbar Technologies, holds box

containing the names of all entrants, while Howard Ferris, director of automotive

programs at MassBay Community College, draws a winner.

The Emissions Repair Facility sign that

decorated the drawing site at MassBay

Community College’s Technology Center

was raffled off at the conclusion of the

event. Scott Fitzgerald of Farm Motors

West, Natick, was the winner.
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By Gary Machiros

As automotive technicians, we are always looking for a quick and easy way to diagnose
emissions failures. Any diagnosis we perform has a process. When working through a
diagnosis, we need to keep this in mind:

Begin with the easy tests first and with the tests that give you the biggest payback.

The process for emission failure diagnosis begins with analyzing the emissions report.
We look at which gases failed, what levels the gases failed at, and how the gases relate
to each other. See the Mass module for more details.

When dealing with hydrocarbon failures, some of the tools in our arsenal that are easy
to hook up, and give a big payback, are an ignition analyzer, lab scope, or oscilloscope.
These tools provide an in-depth look at the ignition system, revealing a
wealth of information on electrical resistance, fuel mixture and compression.

Hooking up the lab scope to monitor the primary ignition circuit is easy. Attach the
positive lead to ignition coil negative and the negative lead of your lab scope to battery
ground. To look at an individual cylinder in detail, set your scope trigger to external,
and trigger off the cylinder plug wire you are testing with an inductive clamp.

Let’s start with a review of ignition system primary basics. The ignition primary has a
coil of wire wrapped around an iron core. When current flows through the coil of wire,
a magnetic field is created around the coil having a north and south pole. A switch in
an ignition module, or engine computer, controls the current flow through coil pri-
mary. The module or ECM will close its switch to build a strong magnetic field around
the coil. When the switch opens, the primary field collapses, inducing a voltage in the
secondary coil windings. The secondary voltage created by this collapsing magnetic
field can be 20,000 to 50,000 volts.

Now, lets look at a typical lab scope pattern of a single cylinder on a distributor igni-
tion to learn how to read the pattern and to discuss some problems you should be
looking for.

A Secret Weapon for Lightning-Fast
Emissions Diagnosis Is in Your Hands

Point A: Shows supply voltage typically
between 13 and 15 volts. High voltage indi-
cates a charging system problem. Low volt-
age indicates a charging system problem or
high resistance in coil primary.

Point B: Ignition coil primary turn-on
begins with source voltage to the coil being
pulled to ground by the ignition module or
engine control computer. A 90 degree
change in voltage should be seen, which
would indicate good module switching

Point C: The coil primary is pulled to
ground and current flow begins through the
coil. Typical voltage should be within 100
mv of ground, which would indicate a good
module or ECM/PCM ignition ground.

Point D: The rise in voltage at Point D is
seen on some ignition systems due to the
ignition module limiting current in the coil.
Some systems rely on primary coil resistance
to limit current and will not have this rise.

Point E: The primary current being shut off
is shown by the horizontal line going 90
degrees vertical. The time to saturate coil
primary is six milliseconds. Coil saturation
time will vary with ignition systems. Expect
to see an average of four to six milliseconds.
Times too long or short may indicate high
or low electrical resistance or a bad module
or PCM.

Point F: The inductive kick created by the
primary field collapsing induces a typical
voltage in the primary windings between
300-400 volts. Look for a minimum of 300
volts. Low voltage can be caused by high
electrical resistance or shorted primary
windings

Point G: The intersect point: where the
voltage goes from vertical to horizontal. This
is the voltage required to start the flow of
electrons across the spark plug gap. Shown
here at 30 volts. Typical voltage as seen on
most engines is between 20 and 30 volts.
High voltage seen here can indicate exces-
sive electrical resistance or possible lean fuel
mixture.

Point H: The spark line — due to a mutual
loading effect — actually shows the flow of
electrons across the spark plug gap. Typical
spark burn time is 1 to 2.2 milliseconds. The
burn time here is 1.7 milliseconds.

Point I: The coil oscillations represent the
amount of reserve energy left over after the
spark blows out. Lack of coil oscillations
indicates resistance problems, leaving no
reserve energy in the coil primary.

continued on page 11
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As you can see, there’s a lot of information to be uncovered in coil primary on distributor ignition systems. We can also test coil
on plug ignition systems with a lab scope when the coil driver circuit is not integral to the ignition coil.

Key areas to look at are the spark line and intersect point. Here, due to the mutual loading effect, we have a window to look at
ignition secondary, fuel mixture and compression problems. By changing time base and voltage, we can take a close-up look at the
intersect point and spark line.

Here, in this normal pattern, we see an
intersect point of 25 volts higher than
supply voltage and a spark line lasting
1.7 milliseconds. Intersect points and
burn times will vary based on different
types of engines and engine manage-
ment systems

Notice the time per division is one milli-
second and voltage is 10 volts per divi-
sion.

By changing time and voltage, it gives us
a close-up view.

The pattern shown above was taken with
a bad spark plug wire connection, which
was causing excessive high resistance.
The intersect point shows 48 volts higher
than supply voltage, indicating a high
amount of voltage was required to start
electrons flowing across the spark plug
gap.

The spark line duration shows .8 milli-
seconds due to all of the voltage in igni-
tion secondary being used to start the
electron flow. Little voltage was left over
to maintain a sustained electron flow
across the spark plug gap. Replacing the
spark plug wire lowered hydrocarbon
emissions.

continued from page 10

continued on page 12

Gary Machiros, an ASE Master Technician
with L-1 certification, has extensive experi-
ence in automotive technology education. He
has worked as an instructor for both General
Motors and Chrysler, and is currently an
instructor for Jendham, Inc. In 1996-97, he
was on a special educational assignment for
Delta College (Saginaw, Michigan) in the
Mid-East. Gary and his wife, Leslie, are the
parents of two sons, Matthew, 11, and Sam,
9.  The family resides in Rowley.
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The above image was taken from a ve-
hicle with high hydrocarbons. A shorted
spark plug having excessive low resis-
tance in ignition secondary has caused
the vehicle to fail emissions

Notice the intersect voltage is 22 volts
higher than supply voltage indicating a
low voltage requirement to start current
flow across the spark plug gap. Spark line
duration is 2.5 milliseconds due to
plenty of extra voltage left over — with
one of the gaps missing in the ignition
system. Replacing the spark plug lowered
hydrocarbon emissions.

This pattern is from a 1994 Chevrolet
Blazer with a 4.3 liter engine that had
failed emissions for high hydrocarbons.
The cause, a restricted fuel injector pop-
pet. Notice the rise in the spark line at
the end caused by a lean fuel mixture. As
the spark travels across the plug gap, the
voltage required to maintain current
flow increases as the cylinder runs out of
fuel. Also, the spark line time duration is
one millisecond, caused by voltage being
used up to fire the lean mixture.

continued on page 13

continued from page 11
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Gary Machiros knows automotive service and repair as only one who grew up in the business can.
Gary had the benefit of learning at the side of his father, Angie Machiros, who founded Angie’s
Automotive on Plum Island, just over the bridge from the mainland in Newbury in 1973. “In the
good weather, it’s great over here,” says Gary of the island where he grew up, “but in the winter,
when the wind blows, it’s not so nice.” Angie’s has a very loyal clientele in this beautiful part of
Massachusetts.

Here we see an intersect voltage of 22
volts above supply voltage and a spark
line duration of two milliseconds. This
pattern is from a sequential injection
engine that failed emissions for high
hydrocarbons with higher than normal
CO. The problem was a bad fuel injector
causing a single cylinder to run rich. The
over-rich fuel mixture lowered the inter-
sect voltage compared to the other cylin-
ders. The spark duration was longer than
the other cylinders due to extra voltage
being available to extend the burn time.
Low engine compression will affect the
spark line and intersect point similar to a
rich fuel mixture. ■

continued from page 12
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Inquiring Minds Want to Know

A Dialogue on the Meaning of OBD II

Standardized Items
OBD II is a federal mandate per the
Clean Air Act of 1990 to standardize on-
board diagnostics systems among
manufacturers. The following items were
standardized:

1. Universal diagnostic connector
link (DLC)

2. Standard location for DLC
3. Standard list of trouble codes

4. Use of a common scan tool

5. Common diagnostic test
modes

6. Ability to record a snapshot
7. Ability to store a code when an

emissions failure occurs
8. Readiness monitors

9. Standard glossary of terms

INSPECTION UPDATE (IU): Does OBD
II reduce emissions?

MR. OBD: Yes. Since the MIL (Malfunc-
tioning Indicator Light) is illuminated
when the computerized system detects
something out of specification, some
vehicle owners will fix their cars at that
time and not wait until their inspection
requires it (every two years). OBD II is
designed to be proactive and prevent
damage to catalytic converters.

IU: If a car is driving fine but the MIL is
illuminated, why would the car need to
be checked?

MR. OBD: The illumination of the MIL
indicates that the computerized system
has identified a component out of speci-
fication.

IU: Can OBD II really detect 1.5 times
the allowable pollution?

MR. OBD: Yes. OBD II, among other
things, measures the efficiency of the
catalytic converter. Gases come into the
converter mainly as oxides of nitrogen,
carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons
(unburned fuel). They exit the converter
mainly as carbon dioxide, water, and a
small amount of oxides of nitrogen and a
minimal amount of hydrocarbons. This
end product is much less harmful to the
atmosphere. System integrity checks of
fuel control, emissions systems, and
transmission systems assist in detecting
excess pollution. Perhaps an analogy can
illustrate the point: Oxygen sensors do
not actually measure fuel mixture, yet
they provide the information to accu-
rately maintain fuel control.

IU: Are OBD II-equipped cars easier to
repair than non-OBD II equipped cars?

MR. OBD: Yes. OBD II provides ad-
equate information to assist the techni-
cian in diagnosing the vehicle, and when
properly trained, technicians realize that
OBD II supplies more information and
actually makes it easier to diagnose and
repair vehicles.

IU: So, do OBD II cars diagnose them-
selves?

MR. OBD: No, cars do not diagnose
themselves. Rather, they provide the

technician with information that is rel-
evant to diagnostic trouble codes, such as
readiness data, freeze frame, snapshots,
live data, and pending codes. The skill,
experience and judgment of the techni-
cian are still crucial.

IU: All I have to do as a technician is fix
the code?

MR. OBD: No. Technicians have to know
what else the code relates to. The code is
an indicator, and everything relative to
that code needs to be checked. The evalu-
ation of a complete system, based on the
code, must be performed. For example, we
recently had a car with codes PO171 and
PO174 (lean bank one and lean bank two,
respectively). Oxygen sensors confirmed
that the engine was running lean, too.
Technicians can go down lots of wrong
paths in trying to fix the problem. Ex-
amples are changing the oxygen, Maf
(mass air flow), or MAP (manifold abso-
lute pressure) sensors, and looking for
vacuum leaks. What is common to bank
one and two that can create a lean fuel
condition that is common to both oxygen
sensors? In this case, the car had a bad
fuel pump. Always cover the basics, even
in OBDII high technology cars.

IU: Does OBD II monitor NOx?

MR. OBD: Yes. OBD II monitors all the
emissions control functions, particularly
EGR and fuel control, which could produce
high NOx. The OBD II computerized sys-
tem has built-in proactive features that
prevent damage to the catalytic converter,
and while not all components of a vehicle
are monitored, it is statistically rare for a
component that is not monitored to fail
without another component that is moni-
tored to be deteriorating as well.

IU: How can the MIL be activated yet the
vehicle still passes the tailpipe test?

MR. OBD: There are several of explana-
tions: 1) OBD II detects component failures
that may not have yet effected emissions;
2) OBD II detects problems at approxi-
mately 1.5 times the standard while the
tailpipe test detects at approximately three
times the standard; 3) Vapors from the fuel
delivery system or gas tank can activate the
MIL, and, 4) evaporative monitors, such as
the purge system, can activate the MIL.

IU: The MIL is not illuminated, therefore
the automobile is fixed. Right?

MR. OBD: Confirming that the car has,
indeed, been repaired is one of the biggest
challenges. This is why proper training is
so critical to OBD II technicians. In train-
ing, technicians learn the proper ways to
verify OBD II repairs have been done cor-
rectly and completely.

MR. OBD: To summarize, OBD II is a
sophisticated set of hardware and software
on a vehicle. It monitors if systems and
components are working properly. OBD II
may or may not tell you which component
has failed, and thus, proper diagnosis is
required. This entails viewing a vehicle
repair on a system level. OBD II provides
many tools to assist properly trained tech-
nicians to isolate the problem. Training on
OBD II enables technicians to 1) under-
stand OBD II at the systems level, 2) use
OBD II tools effectively, and 3) confirm
that the repair was completed effectively
and sufficiently. ■

“Inspection Update” extends its thanks to three
gentlemen who provided invaluable assistance
in the composition of this article: Bert Cox,
Chuck Pearson, and Karl Schneider.
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Answers to these questions will assist Massachusetts Bay Community College in designing the future of OBDII
training materials.

Please fax your completed survey to 800-853-6913, or mail to:
MassBay Community College Technology Center 250 Eliot St., Ashland, MA 01721

Registered repair technicians who complete and return this survey will receive two free repair tech (blue) patches.
Everyone else who does the survey will receive two Enhanced Emissions and Safety Test program (white) patches.

1. Do you use an OBDII Scan tool to repair vehicles?     Yes   No

2. What brand of OBDII Scan tool do you use? 

3. How long have you had an OBDII Scan tool? 

4. Do you use the Internet to help diagnose and repair difficult vehicles?      Yes   No

5. Would you use the Internet as a repair tool more often if you had consistent on-demand access to manufacturer information?
 Yes   No

6. Approximately how many vehicles with the MIL on have you repaired? 

7. Does the OBDII system on vehicles help you in diagnosing problems?      Yes   No

8. Have you received formal training on vehicle OBDII systems?      Yes   No

If so, what kind of training?

• Manufacturer-specific  (please list which manufacturer(s) 

• Scan tool/Parts provider  (please list vendor) 

• Local trainer (please circle or list trainer: (AAA , Aspire First & Edge Training, AC Delco, Please list other) 

9. Do you make an attempt to explain OBD to your customers?     Yes   No

10. Do you feel you need more information to give to your customers on OBD?     Yes   No

11. What form of OBD information would you like to have available for customers?

 OBD brochures     OBD poster     Videotape/CD-ROM

12. Should the Enhanced Emissions and Safety Test Program conduct a public information campaign about OBD before
beginning OBD testing?     Yes   No

13. What do you consider the most accurate method to identify polluting or broken vehicles?

 MASS99      IM240 Transient      OBD II      Visual

14. Which of the three types of tests that the Massachusetts Clean Air Program uses would you prefer?

 MASS99      IM240 Transient      OBDII

15. Do you think your customers would experience fewer “ping pongs” (multiple repair trips) if their vehicle had to pass an OBD
test compared to the MASS99 tailpipe test?     Yes   No  

Name: 

Mailing Address:  

What YOU Think About OBDII Is Important ??
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Advanced OBD II training will soon be offered free to registered repair techni-
cians in the Enhanced Emissions & Safety Test program. Enrollees must be L-1
certified and have a solid grasp of OBD II basics, as covered in the Mass Mod-
ule.

The dollar value of this free training is approximately $300. Registered repair
technicians who take the course will have to pay only the cost of the training
text, which will be about $48, according to the latest estimate.

The 12-hour course, entailing classroom and hands-on instruction, will be
offered throughout the state beginning in January. Free enrollment will be
limited to 500 registered repair technicians on a first-come, first-served basis.
Spots are expected to fill quickly.

For the classroom part of the program, there will be no more than 25 stu-
dents per class, while the hands-on groups will be limited to 15 students.

To reserve your seat in this program, call MassBay Community College’s
Technology Center, 250 Eliot Street, Ashland, 781-239-3048.

In a related matter, Agbar Technologies is providing copies, at $10 each, of
the new, updated Mass Module. This past spring, every registered repair tech-
nician received this updated version of the Mass Module, which includes the
latest information on cutpoints, vehicle standards, emissions repair flow
charts and OBD II basics. To order copies of the new, updated Mass Module,
please call the station hotline. ■

Free OBD II Course Coming Soon
for Registered Emissions Repairers

Where to Turn When
You Have a Question

Department of
Environmental Protection
617-292-5745
Program issues

Station Hotline
877-297-5552
For workstation and other
equipment problems

Motorist Hotline
877-387-8234
For consumer issues

Registry of Motor Vehicles
617-351-9333
For various Registry issues

Web Page
www.vehicletest.state.ma.us
General program information



Answers to these questions will assist Massachusetts Bay Community College and the Federal Environmental
Protection Agency in designing the future of OBDII.

Please fax your completed survey to 800-853-6913, or mail to:
MassBay Community College Technology Center 250 Eliot St., Ashland, MA 01721
Registered repair technicians who complete and return this survey will receive two free repair tech (blue) patches. Everyone else who does the survey will
receive two Enhanced Emissions and Safety Test program (white) patches.

1. Do you use an OBDII Scan tool to repair vehicles?     Yes   No

2. What brand of OBDII Scan tool do you use? 

3. How long have you had an OBDII Scan tool? 

4. Do you use the Internet to help diagnose and repair difficult vehicles?      Yes   No

5. Would you use the Internet as a repair tool more often if you had consistent on-demand access to manufacturer information?
 Yes   No

6. Approximately how many vehicles with the MIL on have you repaired? 

7. Does the OBDII system on vehicles help you in diagnosing problems?      Yes   No

8. What formal training have you received about OBDII systems on vehicles?

9. What kind of training did you receive?

• Manufacturer-specific  (please list which manufacturer(s) 

• Scan tool/Parts provider  (please list vendor) 

• Local trainer (please circle or list trainer: (AAA , Aspire First & Edge Training Etc. AC Delco, Please list other) 

10. Do you make an attempt to explain OBD to your customers?     Yes   No

11. Do you feel you need more information to give to your customers on OBD?     Yes   No

12. What form of OBD information would you like to have available for customers?

 OBD brochures     OBD poster     Videotape/CD-ROM

13. Should the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection conduct a public information campaign about OBD before
beginning OBD testing?     Yes   No

14. What do you consider the most accurate method to identify polluting or broken vehicles?

 MASS99      IM240 Transient      OBD II      Visual

15. Which of the three types of tests that the Massachusetts Clean Air Program uses would you prefer to deal with?

 MASS99      IM240 Transient      OBDII

16. Do you think your customers would experience fewer “ping pongs” (multiple repair trips) if their vehicle had to pass an OBD
test compared to the MASS99 tailpipe test?     Yes   No  

17. If in the future Massachusetts decided to begin mandatory OBD testing, which will determine an OBDII-equipped vehicle’s
emission results solely on the basis of the OBD system.  How soon would you prefer them begin mandatory OBD testing?

 1/1/2002      7/1/2002      1/1/2003      1/1/2004      1/1/2005      Stay with MASS99 (tailpipe testing)  ■

Name: ________________________________________________ Address: _________________________________________________________

What YOU Think About OBDII Is Important ??
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